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     In 1954, I joined the navel reserve in order to avoid the draft while I was in college. As a reservist, it was 
my duty to attend surface division meetings in Houston on a weekly basis and to participate in two weeks 
training duty once a year. 
     Of course, the first year it was Boot Camp in Waukegan, Ill. but after that I was able to "strike for" for the 
navy discipline I most liked. I choose Radar.
     I liked radar because I understood the basic principles of it and wanted to be "in the know" of everything 
that was going on just as did the ships officers and Captain. The Combat Information Center (CIC) was the 
place to be for that. I was pretty happy with that type of service. Besides, I did not have to swab the deck! 
     The third year (summer of '57)) I was assigned training duty on the USS Columbus, a light cruiser, CA 74, 
departing out of Long Beach, CA. 
     We departed for a two week cruise in the Pacific and one night off Catalina Island I was watching the radar 
scope to make sure we knew where all the surrounding ship traffic was. 
     It must have been about 7 or 8 p.m. just after dark when a hard contact blip showed up on my screen. It 
did not drift on the scope as such hard contacts do if you are passing or overtaking anther ship. It just 
"Popped" up on the screen. 
     I reported the contact bearing as the others watching a gang of redundant surface radar scopes did. The 
surface radar gives bearing and range of the blip contact. The range was about 20 miles from the ship. This is 
out of human sight since the horizon on the ocean is only 8 miles away and this blip was well beyond that. 
     After a minute or two, another blip appeared (popped on as the first one did) alongside the first one, not 
very far away from it. These blips just materialized in an abnormal way but were "hard" contacts indicating 
something was definitely there. Well, certainly subs surfacing could account for this. 
     By this time the CIC officers were observing the scopes and taking pictures. Then these two blips were 
joined by three more contacts making 5 total. Guess what? They were in V formation! Well, this was an 
exciting event for everyone since five subs in V formation would be very unusual. We thought there may be a 
radar malfunction common to all the surface radars hooked up to the same horizontally rotating antennae. But 
then there was this: the blips were showing on a completely different and independent air defense radar 
system with the antennae operating up and down vertically to check altitude of contacts. These blips were at 
5000 feet and hovering in one spot! 
     The officers were running around taking pictures of the scope presentations and showing some concern. 
After about 10 or 15 minutes, the five contacts began to disappear, one at a time. They disappeared instantly 
just as they had appeared instantly. Both surface and air radars showed them disappearing in the same 
instant until they were all gone. No one saw them visually since they were over the horizon, but both of the 
independent radar systems indicated they were there, in V formation. 
     Needless to say. That event was the talk of the ship for a while. All the radars were checked and found to 
be operating normally. In talking to some of the "Old Salts" I found out that they had similar experiences 
before on other ships. Wow. Non-the-less, the event was recorded officially as a "Radar Phenomenon" in the 
ship's logs. No one said "UFO", but believe me, they were. They were unidentified and they were flying. 
     Since then, I have had a keen interest in this type of phenomenon and I have heard of many UFO stories 
where the "contact popped up on the scope", appeared and disappeared very quickly on all manor of radar 
systems, curiously similar to my firsthand experience. If one can sift through the reported "Kook" stuff, there 
is, in my view, something to all of this. I think more and more scientists, pilots and professional people would 
now attest to this and I see that you have said, "They are real!" (Fastwalkers)
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UFOCAT PRN – NONE
UFOCAT URN – NONE Website: UFO chronicles.com
 
North America – United States, California, Los Angeles. Body of water is the Pacific Ocean.
Long Beach        Latitude 33-46-01 N, Longitude 118-11-21 W (D-M-S) [populated place]
Catalina Island   Latitude 33-23-00 N, Longitude 118-25-03 W [island]
Reference: http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gnispublic/f?p=154:1:1765846258792399
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